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Good morning and welcome.

Let me start by  acknowledging that  today’s discussion  is very timely. There’s tremendous interest in  
what role the FDA will play in the new  Administration and how  it may deliver a speedier approval 
process. 

This morning, Scott Gottlieb meets with the Senate  HELP committee on his  appointment to be FDA 

Commissioner, and yesterday, the same committee held a hearing on  reauthorizing user fee 

agreements. 

So, I’m particularly glad to be  here  to share  our perspective  on the  importance  of having the  highest 
functioning FDA at  work in America. 

ENSURING MEDICINES ARE SAFE IS OF THE UTMOST IMPORTANCE 

Our ability to deliver value to the millions of patients who rely on us is contingent on the most efficient 
and effective  FDA possible. 

From the  clinical trials to the  patient’s medicine  cabinet, the  private  and public sectors work in tandem 

to ensure therapies are safe, effective and affordable. 

There’s ongoing discussion  on  how to  improve and speed up the  drug approval process, and  as we look 

ahead, we’re  excited about the  potential to optimize  the  process. 

While  drug  prices are  not directly in the  purview of the  FDA, the  agency has a  direct influence on  market 
competition. 

THE  IMPACT  OF  CHRONIC DISEASE 

Today, 1  in 2  Americans has a  chronic illness like  obesity and heart disease, and  we  spend nearly 85  
percent of our health  care dollars caring for these Americans.i 

For nearly 90  percent of people  with chronic and complex diseases, prescription drugs are  the  “first 
logical choice  for  medical intervention.”ii 

The FDA comes into play here because of its influence on the approval pipeline. By facilitating an 

efficient approval process, the  FDA can encourage  competition and innovation, which  has a  downstream 

impact  on  patient  access  and  cost.  

FDA’S  DRUG APPROVALS  BACKLOG HAMPERS  COMPETITION 

At the start of 2017, more than 4,000 generic drugs were pending approval at the  FDA.iii 
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 This is exacerbated by three factors.   

First,  the  FDA has only been  receiving user fees from generic manufacturers for a few years, as 

compared to brand manufacturers. As such, the approval process is still lagging.  

As of July of last year, the median  time for a generic to  reach  approval was 47 months,iv compared to 10 

months for the standard review of  a new drug application and eight  months for  priority review.v 

Second, there’s been a  significant slowdown  in  receipts of generic drug applications. After reaching a 

high  of nearly 1,500 in  2014, applications were down  43% in 2016.vi 

Third, more than 180  off-patent drugs are currently without generic competition.vii 

THE  US  DRUG APPROVAL LAGS  BEHIND THE  EU 

The European  Medicines Agency, Europe's version of the FDA, approves generics and biosimilar 
medicines much more quickly. 

They have just  24  generics  and biosimilars awaiting approval compared to our more than 4,000.  And  on  
average, those  medicines are  approved in a  year.viii 

Biosimilars have the potential to  increase patient access to  more affordable versions of some of the  

most innovative drugs on the market. Our country is almost a decade behind.  

The EU has 20 approved biosimilars,ix and by comparison, the U.S. has four.x The first biosimilar was  

introduced in the  U.S. in  2015, in the EU it was 2006.   

COMPETITION IMPROVES DRUG AFFORDABILITY  

This matters because we know competition improves affordability.  

At a time when  the cost of prescription drugs continues to draw widespread attention, we know one of  
the most  effective solutions is introducing competition to the market.  

In  2015 alone, generic drugs saved Americans $227 billion and more  than $1 trillion over the last  
decade.xi  

In  2016,  we reduced trend, the  rate  of drug  spending growth, from an unmanaged 11  percent to 3.2   
percent actual cost growth by using our PBM management solutions.xii  

In  fact,  38  percent  of  our  commercial clients  actually  spent  less  on  their prescription  benefit in  2016  

than they did in 2015.  
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Importantly, out-of-pocket costs for members also dropped 3 percent compared with the previous year.   

IMS  data  present  another way to  look at it.  In 2015, list prices set by manufacturers rose 12.4%, whereas  

net prices, which  account for PBM-negotiated  discounts grew at just 2.8%.xiii  

INDUSTRY HAS SHIFTED ITS BUSINESS MODEL TO MAINTAIN PROFITS

Both  the IMS data and our  trend  data show that increases in list prices for branded  drugs continue to   
put upward pressure on drug spending.  

This is  compounded  by a decrease in  innovation  overall.  The industry is focusing less on breakthrough  

medicines for highly prevalent chronic disease and more on rare and orphan diseases and also on me  

too medicines, which are supported by high levels  of direct to consumer advertising.xiv  

And when it comes to the success rates of new drugs reaching approval, we see much higher rates for  
rare conditions than for  highly prevalent diseases.xv 

So the  FDA plays a  role  here  too by prioritizing breakthrough  drug approvals and encouraging  

competition.   

DATA AND COLLABORATION CAN HELP MAXIMIZE INNOVATION  

Meaningful data and the ability to collaborate will help us maximize new innovations. Data on  the  

efficacy and safety of new drugs are very important  to  health  care  providers tasked with appropriate  

prescribing.  

For payers, good data  makes it possible  to develop evidence-based  coverage decisions.

If  a new drug is introduced at  five times the cost  of  an existing treatment, strong clinical data can  

demonstrate that incremental benefits are significant enough to account for the increase in  price or not.  

We also need to develop a system that assesses the impact of drugs in the real world and solves for  
common barriers that limit optimal outcomes, such  as a patient’s adherence to medications.

For over 20  years we have known that rates of discontinuation of medication are at least three times as  

high in the real world  as they are in  highly controlled  clinical trials.xvi  

There is great potential for  public and  private stakeholders to work together  to improve adherence.  

In order to do so, we need a regulatory environment that will allow  robust collaboration among  

government agencies, manufacturers, PBMs and pharmacies to implement innovative adherence  

programs that enable the full value of  a drug to be obtained.  
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MAKING THE REGULATORY PROCESS MORE EFFICIENT AND INCREASING COMPETITION  

At the end  of the day, we all want to  make sure we have access to  safe, effective and  affordable drugs 

A  good  place to start  is by speeding approval of generic drug applications. And  because not all new 

generic entrants will impact competition to the  same  degree, the  FDA should prioritize first  generics 

when there’s no competition for an indication and second generics that are  known to significantly lower 
prices. 

The FDA  can  attract  additional entrants into  the market by providing incentives,  such as  expedited 

review for  drugs with only one manufacturer. 

We also need to increase the  availability of biosimilars. I’m  sure  we’ll hear  some  ideas  on  how  to  do  this 

during today’s discussion.  

CONSIDERATIONS AS THE DEBATE MOVES FORWARD 

As the debate continues over  how to shape the future of the FDA, the agency’s role in ensuring our  
medicines are safe and  effective must remain  paramount. 

At the same time, we must also  remember its  impact  on  competition, access  and  ultimately 

affordability. 

Thank you for your time this morning. I’ll turn it over to Joanne to get the panel discussion underway. 
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